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Trudinger et al. reported a study on the interannual variability of terrestrial carbon fluxes
in Australia using a model-data fusion approach. Comparing to previous studies, this
work used a multiple constraints approach and explored the uncertanty from parameter
equifinality. It is an interesting and useful study, however I have a few major concerns
on the methods and manuscript organization:

Major points (1) The models (CABLE and CASA-CNP) produce daily carbon and water
fluxes, why do the authors used monthly mean flux measurements (P5 L16) as con-
straints? Also, please make a table for the other biometric data (e.g., leaf NPP, soil
carbon and above-ground phytomass and litter etc.) if there are a few data points. (2)
Please provide more details on the calculation of the cost function. For example, how
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"Different types of observations were then weighted relative to each other"? (3) The ap-
proach of generating ensemble parameter sets is not clear. How does "the null space
Monte Carlo method" work? The authors stated that the purpose of using this method
is "to quantify uncertainty due to parameter equifinality in model predictions", so my
understanding is that this method can generate the posterior parameter distributions.
Although the authors have detailed introduction to this method (P6 L27-33), I feel it is
still difficult for the readers to understand why the generated parameter sets are suffi-
cient to represent the posterior distribution of the parameters. Are there some special
features of this method? Otherwise I can’t believe only 30 parameter sets are enough
to represent possible combination of parameters that are consistent with the observa-
tions, given more than 10 parameters are involved in each model. Even if we assume
there are only 10 parameters, and each parameter can only be two possible values,
there will 2ˆ10 possible parameter sets. I understand that it may not be feasible to run
regional simulations for a huge number of sets of parameters, but the authors need
to demonstrate the 30 parameter sets are a good sample of the posterior parameter
space.

Specific points: P1,L15, L16: ecosystem respiration –> heterotrophic respiration
P1,L21: you can give a hint to the readers that the detailed description of BIOS-2
is in setion 2.1 P5, L12, L25: evaporation –> evapotranspiration P8, L7: R2 is unit-
less Fig 6, Fig S11: change the figure style to 2D. i.e., x axis is parameter, y axis is
observation variable (ET, NPP etc), and use colors (light to dark) to represent the in-
crease/decrease in variance P9, L12: please give the sources of the six bioclimatic
regions P9, L18: the anomaly from the best case
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